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Abstract

Strategic classification studies learning in settings
where self-interested users can strategically mod-
ify their features to obtain favorable predictive
outcomes. A key working assumption, however,
is that “favorable” always means “positive”; this
may be appropriate in some applications (e.g.,
loan approval), but reduces to a fairly narrow view
of what user interests can be. In this work we ar-
gue for a broader perspective on what accounts
for strategic user behavior, and propose and study
a flexible model of generalized strategic classi-
fication. Our generalized model subsumes most
current models, but includes other novel settings;
among these, we identify and target one intrigu-
ing sub-class of problems in which the interests of
users and the system are aligned. This setting re-
veals a surprising fact: that standard max-margin
losses are ill-suited for strategic inputs. Return-
ing to our fully generalized model, we propose a
novel max-margin framework for strategic learn-
ing that is practical and effective, and which we
analyze theoretically. We conclude with a set of
experiments that empirically demonstrate the util-
ity of our approach.

1. Introduction
Machine learning is increasingly being used in domains
where human users are the subject of prediction. But when
users stand to gain from certain predictive outcomes, they
may be prone to act in ways that promote the outcomes
they desire. A growing recognition of this idea has led to
much recent interest in methods that are able to account for
how humans respond to learned models. One such line of
research considers the problem of strategic classification
(Brückner & Scheffer, 2011; Hardt et al., 2016), in which
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users can modify their features (at some cost) to obtain fa-
vorable predictions, and the goal in learning is to be robust
to such behavior. Common tasks include loan approval, uni-
versity admissions, and hiring—all examples in which users
have incentive to be classified positively, and in which sys-
tems must anticipate user behavior in order to predict well.
Strategic classification is appealing as a learning problem
in that it is simple yet succinctly captures a natural form
of tension that can arise between systems and their users.
This has made it the focus of many recent works (Sundaram
et al., 2021; Zhang & Conitzer, 2021; Levanon & Rosenfeld,
2021; Ghalme et al., 2021; Jagadeesan et al., 2021; Zrnic
et al., 2021; Estornell et al., 2021; Lechner & Urner, 2021).

But despite the elegant way in which it extends standard
binary classification, strategic classification remains narrow
in the scope of strategic behavior it permits. A key working
assumption is that while the system is interested in correct
predictions, users are interested in positive predictions. One
artifact of this is that learning is essentially restricted to
settings in which one outcome is globally “good” for users
(e.g., loan approved), while the other is “bad” (e.g., loan
denied); another is that users are grimly framed as always
acting to “game” the system. But not all outcomes are “good”
or “bad”, and not all strategic behavior is gaming. Here we
argue for a broader perspective on what constitutes strategic
behavior in classification.

Towards this goal, we propose and study the novel prob-
lem of generalized strategic classification (GSC), which
includes standard strategic classification (SC) as a special
case, as well as other rich problem sub-classes. Our formula-
tion relies on the simple observation that strategic behavior
depends on three key elements: (i) what users know, (ii)
what users want, and (iii) how users use their knowledge
to promote their goals. For example, in standard strategic
classification, users know their true features (whereas the
system does not); want positive predictions (rather than cor-
rect predictions); and are willing to invest effort or resources
to obtain them (by applying costly feature modifications).
But other forms of knowledge, aims, and means lead to
other types of strategic interactions between a system and
its users. The power of our framework lies in providing
a simple handle for reasoning about the effects of general
forms of interaction on learning.
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Within the space of GSC problems, of particular interest
to us is a sub-class of problems we refer to as incentive-
aligned strategic classification (IASC). Aligned incentives
naturally arise in settings where predictions are intended
to assist users; in particular, they are for users, rather than
about users (as in loans, hiring, etc.). Applications in which
incentives align are widespread—recommendation systems,
search engines, and online marketplaces are all examples in
which prediction is provided by the system as a service to its
users, and both parties are interested in accurate predictions.

From a modeling perspective, the key difference between
SC and IASC is simply that instead of wanting positive
predictions, users now want correct predictions—just as the
system does. But from a learning perspective, this mild
change transforms the learning problem from one of ro-
bustness (to gaming) to one of cooperation, and the key
challenge in learning now lies in how to best utilize individ-
ual strategic behavior to promote collective improvement.
Note this has concrete implications for transparency: to
successfully promote its own goals, it should be in the best
interest of the system to clearly communicate its predictive
model to users, so that strategic updates are maximally ef-
fective (c.f. SC, where the implications of transparency can
be ambiguous (Ghalme et al., 2021)).

How should learning be done in incentive-aligned settings?
A natural approach would be to simply take the conven-
tional ERM rule and replace the original features, x, with
their strategically-modified counterparts, x1. Indeed, this
approach is sensible when applied to the true error, i.e., the
0/1-loss. However, our first key result shows that the argu-
ment breaks once this naı̈ve approach is applied to a proxy
loss, such as the hinge loss. This has concrete practical
implications; as we show, this naı̈ve approach is prone to
adverse generalization issues, and is unnecessarily computa-
tionally complex. As a solution, and with initial focus on a
special instance of IASC, we propose a new strategic hinge
loss, which builds on an adaptation of the notion of margin
to strategic settings. The strategic hinge has a simple and
differentiable form, and so can be optimized end-to-end. For
generalization, we give Rademacher-based bounds showing
that the strategic hinge loss enjoys favorable guarantees.

Building on these results, we return to the most general class
of GSC problems, and show that the principles underlying
our analysis for IASC hold more broadly; i.e., that naively
applying the hinge loss to strategic inputs is not only subop-
timal, but can nullify the concept of ‘margins’ entirely. We
extend both of our modeling and theoretical contributions to
the general case. First, we give a formula for constructing an
appropriate strategic hinge proxy for any instance of GSC,
this relying on a careful reinterpretation of the definition of
margin. We show that, like for IASC, the strategic proxies
for several notable sub-classes are simple and differentiable,

and have intuitive interpretations. Second, we extend our
generalization bounds to hold for GSC in its broadest form;
we also give specialized bounds for several sub-classes, and
study their relations. Our bounds have a tight connection to,
and closely match, standard non-strategic bounds.

We conclude with an empirical section that includes two
sets of experiments. The first set of experiments target
generalization, and in this way, complement our theoretical
findings. Here we evaluate performance on synthetic data
and for several types of strategic environments. The second
set of experiments consider an elaborate incentive-aligned
environment, designed to mimic a recommendation setting
in which users act on the basis of private, personalized
past experiences. For this setting, we use data based on a
real fashion-related dataset (with simulated user responses).
The strategic hinge in this setting does not have a simple
form; nonetheless, we propose a tractable approach for its
optimization. Our results demonstrate that our approach
is efficient and effective. Code is publically available at
https://github.com/SagiLevanon1/GSC.

Taken together, our practical and theoretical results suggest
that GSC is an appropriate, well-balanced generalization:
it is flexible in the strategic behavior it permits and the
learning problems that follow, but at the same time, is pre-
cise enough to preserve general statistical properties and
empirical phenomena of conventional classification tasks.

1.1. Related work

The literature on strategic classification is growing rapidly.
Various formulations of the problem were studied in earlier
works (Brückner & Scheffer, 2009; Brückner et al., 2012;
Großhans et al., 2013), but most recent works adopt the
core setup of Hardt et al. (2016). Some studies focus on
theoretical aspects; for example, Zhang & Conitzer (2021)
and Sundaram et al. (2021) extend VC theory to account for
strategic behavior. Other works focus on practical aspects,
such as Levanon & Rosenfeld (2021) who propose a dif-
ferentiable learning framework, and Eilat et al. (2022) who
study strategically-robust learning for graph-based classi-
fiers. Our work includes a blend of both theory and practice.

There have also been efforts to extend strategic classifica-
tion beyond its original formulation. For example, Ghalme
et al. (2021) study a setting where users respond based
on individually-estimated classifiers, and Jagadeesan et al.
(2021) consider users having noisy estimates of model pa-
rameters. Sundaram et al. (2021) make the connection to
adversarial learning, and propose a unified model allowing
for more general forms of user response. Our framework
subsumes these earlier settings, and generalizes beyond.

Several works in the adversarial literature have suggested
margin maximization as a means to achieve robustness

https://github.com/SagiLevanon1/GSC
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(Ding et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2012). Our work extends
beyond this idea and studies the general role margins play
under strategic behavior, theoretically and methodologically.

Finally, we note there are many works within the broader
area of strategic-aware learning, focusing on dynamics and
online learning (Dong et al., 2018; Chen et al., 2020; Zrnic
et al., 2021), causal effects (Miller et al., 2020; Shavit et al.,
2020; Rosenfeld et al., 2020; Harris et al., 2021b; Bechavod
et al., 2021a), strategic regression (Tang et al., 2021; Harris
et al., 2021a; Bechavod et al., 2021b), strategic ranking
(Liu et al., 2021), and strategic representation (Nair et al.,
2022). These remain outside the scope of our generalized
framework for strategic classification.

2. Generalized Strategic Classification
We begin by reviewing the learning setup for SC, and then
proceed to present GSC and IASC.

2.1. Strategic classification

Denote by x P X Ď Rd features representing user attributes,
and by y P Y “ t´1, 1u their corresponding labels. Let
D be some unknown joint distribution over X ˆ Y . As
in standard classification, at train time the system is given
access to a sample set of m labeled pairs S “ tpxi, yiqumi“1

sampled iid from D, on which it aims to learn a classifier
h : X Ñ Y from some function class H . What differs in
strategic classification is that at test time, once h has been
learned h (and deployed), users can modify their features
x ÞÑ x1, in a way we explain shortly. The objective of the
system is to correctly classify modified inputs, and so its goal
in learning is to minimize the expected 0/1 loss, errphq “

EDr1ty ‰ hpx1qus. Learning is therefore successful if it
produces a classifier that is robust to strategic modifications.

The way in which users modify their features derives from
the utility they can gain from predictive outcomes. In SC,
users are willing to modify features if this will help them
be classified positively, denoted ŷ “ 1. But modifications
are costly, and the cost of applying x ÞÑ x1 is given by a
cost function cpx, x1q, which is assumed to be known to all.
Users are modeled as rational utility-maximizers that update
their features via the following best-response mapping:

∆SC
h pxq fi argmax

x1PX
hpx1q ´ cpx, x1q (1)

Learning then aims to minimize the expected strategic error:

argmin
hPH

EDr1thp∆SC
h pxqq ‰ yus (2)

2.2. Generalizing strategic classification

The update in Eq. (1) includes three important ingredients:
what users know (i.e., x), what they want (i.e., hpx1q “

1), and how these two concepts are integrated into action
(i.e., maximizing utility minus cost). But the update is
effective only when the original features x remain private
user information.1 Privacy of information is a crucial aspect
of strategic classification, and is essentially what makes
it distinct from standard classification. Building on this
simple observation, we propose a generalized framework
permitting users to make use of additional and richer forms
of private information, in more varied ways, and towards
broader goals.

Concretely, our GSC framework extends SC in two ways.
First, we allow users to hold, in addition to x, private side
information, denoted z P Z (and redefine D to be a joint
distribution over triples px, z, yq). Objects z can be of any
type, and the main distinction between z-objects and x-
objects (which are also private) is that while x are used by
the system as input to the classifier (and so are subject to
modification by users), z are used only by the user, and only
for the purpose of computing ∆ (and so remain unmodified).
One interpretation of z is that it defines a user’s ‘type’ (in
the game-theroretic sense), which affects her actions.

Second, we allow for broader user objectives by replacing
hpx1q in Eq. (1) with a more general function of perceived
utility, denoted ũhpx1, zq, which encodes the utility users
believe they obtain from x1 under the classifier h, and as a
function of z. This gives the generalized response mapping:

∆GSC
h pxq fi argmax

x1PX
ũhpx1, zq ´ cpx, x1q (3)

To see how u and z work together, observe that Eq. (3)
provides a formula for how users act, meaning that u reflects
how utility is perceived by users. This perceived utility may,
or may not, align with users’ true utility (which must be
independently defined);2 note this means ∆GSC is no longer
necessarily a best-response. What controls the degree to
which true and perceived utility align is how useful z is as
side information when integrated into u to form user beliefs
regarding value. Side information can be helpful—but also
misleading; a simple example is when z P R and acts as
additive noise, i.e., ũhpx1, zq “ uhpx1q ` z for true utility
uh, as in Random Utility Theory (Cascetta, 2009). But Eq.
(3) is more general, and can in principle allow for more
elaborate forms of user modeling, such as bounded-rational,
Bayesian, or behavioral decision models. We next survey
some special instances of Eq. (3) which exemplify this idea.

Notable special cases. Standard SC (Eq. (1)) is obtained
from Eq. (3) by setting z “ H (i.e., no additional side
information) and uhpx1, zq “ hpx1q. Notice Eq. (1) can be

1Indeed, had the system known x at test time, any modification
would have been futile (and costly).

2In SC, they are the same.
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rewritten as:

∆SC
h pxq fi argmax

x1PX
1thpx1q “ 1u ´

1

2
cpx, x1q (4)

where now ũhpx, zq “ 1thpx1q “ 1u “
hpx1

q`1
2 . This

simply emphasizes that users want positive predictions, but
makes it easy to consider other forms of user interests. For
example, for adversarial users, we plug in y and obtain:

∆adv
h px, yq fi argmax

x1PX
1thpx1q ‰ yu ´

1

2
cpx, x1q (5)

which is made possible once we set z “ y as private infor-
mation. More generally, if we let z P t´1, 1u hold arbitrary
values, then we recover the general-preference (GP) model
studied in (Sundaram et al., 2021):

∆GP
h px, zq fi argmax

x1PX
1thpx1q “ zu ´

1

2
cpx, x1q (6)

here, knowing z is essential for users to effectively respond.

Returning to SC, the recent work of (Jagadeesan et al., 2021)
on alternative microfoundations proposes a noisy response
model. This can be recovered by setting z P Rd as the
random noise term, which gives:

∆noise
h px, zq fi argmax

x1PX
hθ`zpx1q ´ cpx, x1q (7)

where θ P Rd are the parameters of the classifier. A more
elaborate form of side information can be found in (Ghalme
et al., 2021), where users are ‘in the dark’ and respond based
on an approximate classifier, h̃, estimated from data:

∆dark
h px, zq fi argmax

x1PX
h̃px1; z, hq ´ cpx, x1q (8)

Here, h̃p¨ ; z, hq is estimated by users from a sample
set tpxj , ŷjqunj“1 consisting of additional examples z “

txjunj“1 labeled by the true classifier, ŷj “ hpxjq. In both
of the above, users seek positive predictions, but act based
on how they perceive utility, as determined by u and z.

2.3. Learning in GSC

In its most general form, the GSC learning objective is:

argmin
hPH

EDr1thp∆GSC
h px, zqq ‰ yus (9)

where for each sub-class of problems, ∆GSC is replaced with
its appropriate counterpart. One key difference between
Eq. (9) and Eq. (2) is that the former now includes side
information z. This requires us to be precise about its role.
Clearly, at test time, neither x nor z are observed by the sys-
tem. However, at train time, it remains a question whether z
should be observed or not. For example, in the GP setting

of (Sundaram et al., 2021), z is assumed to be known; in the
noisy-parameter setting of (Jagadeesan et al., 2021), when
z models users’ misperceptions of θ, it is reasonable to con-
sider it as unknown; while for the ‘in-the-dark’ setting of
(Ghalme et al., 2021), it is shown that for known z, learning
reduces to standard strategic classification, whereas for un-
known z, errors in estimating user responses can blow up in
a way that can cause learning to fail completely. Hence, the
decision regarding observing z remains task-specific.

In this paper, we focus on the setting where z is known—this
places emphasis on the introduction of z into the response
mapping ∆, and abstracts away other aspects (such as what
system knows or does not). Note also that when z is un-
known, from the system’s perspective, the user’s response
mapping ∆ (Eq. (3)) is not well-defined, and so requires
additional assumptions on how the system compensates
for this lack of knowledge in learning, which we aim to
avoid. We can therefore think of z as obtained at train time
in the same manner that ground-truth labels y (which are
also unobserved at test time) are typically gathered, e.g., by
investing effort to collect them from users.

3. Incentive-Aligned Strategic Classification
Next, we introduce and study a particular sub-class of prob-
lems in GSC which we refer to as incentive-aligned strategic
classification (IASC). Our results here will serve as a basis
for our more general results for GSC in Sec. 4, but are of
independent interest (full proofs in the Appendix).

Intuitively, incentive alignment occurs when the utility of
users is similar enough to that of the system so that strate-
gic behavior improves both. This can happen when users
also seek correct predictions, and the system provides such
predictions as a service (recommendation systems are one
such example). When incentives align, strategic behavior
can improve outcomes for both the system and its users.

We begin by formally defining incentive alignment (IA).

Definition 1 (Incentive-alignment). Let D be a joint dis-
tribution over X ˆ Z ˆ Y , H be a function class, and ∆
a response mapping. We say the learning task is incentive-
aligned if Dh P H such that @h1 P H , it holds that:

EDr1thp∆hpx; zqq ‰ yus ď EDr1th1pxq ‰ yus (10)

If such an h exists, we say it aligns incentives.

Incentive alignment holds when there is some classifier
whose performance on strategically modified inputs is better
than the optimal classifier on unmodified inputs. We next
describe two novel settings in which users seek to accurate
predictions, and so incentive alignment is likely.

Noisy labels (NL). In this simple model, side information z
consists of a noisy estimate of a user’s true label, denoted
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ỹ P t˘1u. Users seek accurate predictions (i.e., want ŷ “

y), but act as if ỹ (which may be ‰ y) is their true label:

∆NL
h px, ỹq “ argmax

x1PX
1thpx1q “ ỹu ´

1

2
cpx, x1q (11)

When ỹ and y are sufficiently correlated, and if the system
is able to ‘correct’ erroneous user updates, then incentive
alignment should hold. Note ∆NL is a special case of ∆GP.

Personalized previous experiences (PPE). Here we mimic
a recommendation setting in which the system provides
users x with personalized (binary) relevance predictions
y P t˘1u for various items a P Rℓ. Instances are tuples
px, z, a, yq (D is extended accordingly), and the system
aims to predict relevance for user-item pairs, ŷ “ hpx1, aq.
For modifying features, users have as side information
previously experienced items, in the form of a sample
set z “ tpaj , yjqunj“1, where typically n ! m. Here,
∆PPE

h px, zq is:

argmax
x1PX

1

n

ÿn

j“1
1thpx1, ajq “ yju ´

1

2
cpx, x1q (12)

Hence, users modify their features to maximize the accuracy
of the proposed h on their past preferences.

In the settings above, the system and its users cooperate (in-
directly) to achieve better accuracy, and are complementary
in their strength: the system has large data but on the col-
lective of past users, whereas new users have small or noisy
data, but personalized for their own preferences. Learning is
successful if the system can harness user efforts to improve
accuracy for all. In the remainder of this section we focus
on the noisy labels model to establish our main results for
IASC, which we then extend to generic GSC cases in Sec.
4. We return to PPE (and define it more precisely) in Sec. 5.

3.1. Learning with noisy labels as side information

In this section we study an instance of the noisy-label side-
information setting in which noise is uniform and indepen-
dent: ỹ “ y w.p. 1 ´ ϵ and ỹ “ 1 ´ y w.p. ϵ for all y.
The noise parameter ϵ controls how informative ỹ are of y;
this has direct connections to incentive alignment. Figure 1
shows on synthetic data that incentives align for most values
of ϵ (Def. 1), and hence strategic behavior is preferable (de-
tails in Appendix B.1). In Appendix A.1, we theoretically
characterize the conditions under which incentive alignment
holds, and under which predictions are informatively useful.

Throught this section we focus on linear classifiers hwpxq “

signpfwpxqq where fwpxq “ wJx` b, and on 2-norm costs
cpx, x1q “ }x ´ x1}2. We use ∆h to mean ∆hw , and omit
the intercept term b throughout for clarity.

Learning via loss minimization. A natural approach to
minimizing the expected strategic loss (Eq. (9) with ∆NL) is

Figure 1. Regions of incentive alignment in NL, for synthetic data
(see right plot) and varying noise ϵ. For a wide range of ϵ, learning
is incentive-aligned (IA), meaning that the strategic behavior of
users is beneficial for both the system and its users. The leftmost
region is also IA, but ỹ is better for users than ŷ.

to instead aim at minimizing the empirical risk:

argmin
wPRd

1

m

m
ÿ

i“1

1thwp∆NL
h pxi, ziqq ‰ yiu (13)

While this approach is well-motivated in principle, in prac-
tice, since the 0/1 loss is intractable; just as for non-strategic
data, a proxy loss is needed, and to control for overfitting,
regularization is added. Using the hinge loss as a proxy
and L2 regularization (as in SVM), naı̈vely adapting the
standard objective to the strategic case gives:

argmin
wPRd

1

m

m
ÿ

i“1

maxt0, 1 ´ yiw
J∆NL

h pxi, ziqqu ` λ }w}
2
2

(14)

Eq. (14) seems appealing and straightforward: in the same
way as for the 0/1 loss, it simply replaces x with ∆NL

h px, zq.
However, as we show in the next section, this naı̈ve approach
has two significant drawbacks: it is difficult to optimize, and
may fail to generalize well. Hence, while minimizing the
strategic empirical 0/1 loss is a sound approach, a naı̈ve
adaptation of conventional proxy approaches may not be.

The problem with margins. Consider first a non-strategic
setting. If data is linearly separable, then multiple classifiers
can exist having zero empirical error. But some solutions
are better than others, and so to guarantee good generaliza-
tion, additional criteria (beyond loss minimization) must be
considered. One popular approach is max-margin learning
(Cortes & Vapnik, 1995), which aims to learn the classifier
having the largest margin:

γw fi min
iPrms

yi swJxi, sw “ w{ }w}
w

}w}
(15)

The main motivation for max-margin learnin is that large-
margin classifiers can be shown to generalize well, and
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Figure 2. (Left) In non-strategic settings, maximzing the (soft)
margin is a useful criterion for learning models that generalize well.
(Right) In strategic settings, this logic breaks; even for strategically
separable data, once any point moves, the margin becomes zero.
One implication is that mulitple models are likely to attain the max
margin (which is zero). The illustration portrays one such model,
but all models (passing at the origin) are equally ‘good’.

the canonical max-margin approach (for linearly-separable
data) is Hard-SVM. A naı̈ve adaptation of Hard-SVM to our
strategic setting would be to replace each xi with ∆hpxi, ỹiq,
this giving:

argmax
w : }w}“1

min
iPrms

ˇ

ˇwJ∆hpxi, ỹiq
ˇ

ˇ

s.t. yiw
J∆hpxi, ỹiq ą 0 @i P rms (16)

Note that since points now ‘move’, data that was originally
separable may no longer satisfy the constraints in Eq. (16).
Conversely, non-separable data might become separable if
points move in a way that ‘corrects’ classification mistakes
(e.g., consider the extreme case of ỹ “ y). This calls for a
notion of strategic separability.

Definition 2. A sample set is strategically linearly sepa-
rable if there exists a w that separates the data after it has
been modified, i.e., yiwJ∆hpxi; ziq ą 0 @i P rms.

Intuitively, a model w that (strategically) separates the data
and has a large margin should be appealing. However, a key
observation is that for any w that permits some movement—
the maximal margin is zero; this is since users minimize
costs, and so land directly on the decision boundary. This
has concrete implications on learning. Consider, for exam-
ple, data that is strategically linearly separable, but is not
(non-strategically) linearly separable3. In this case, multi-
ple optimal solutions are likely to exist—all of which have
a margin of zero—and to which the learning algorithm is
oblivious (see Figure 2). Thus, the naı̈ve approach resur-
faces the very same issues that the max-margin approach
aims to avoid. This deficiency is easiest to imagine for
ỹ “ y, but holds for GSC settings beyond NL (Sec. 5.1).

3This is sufficient; strategic linear separability is necessary.

max 0,1 − 𝑦𝑤!𝑥
vanilla hinge

max 0,1 − 𝑦𝑤!𝑥 − 2 𝑤
s-hinge

max 0,1 − 𝑦𝑤!Δ" 𝑥
naïve hinge

−2 𝑤 1

Figure 3. An illustration of the s-hinge for NL with ỹ “ y. Strate-
gic movement creates a flat ‘kink’ in naı̈ve hinge at r´2 }w} , 0s,
since all points in this range move to the decision boundary. The s-
hinge corrects for this by properly anticipating strategic behavior.

Strategic margins and hinge. Our next result shows that
to recover the generalization properties of the max-margin
approach, we must rethink the notion of ‘margin’. We begin
by reinterpreting the strategic constraints in Eq. (16).

Lemma 1. For any linear classifier w, it holds that:

yiw
J∆NL

h pxi, ỹiq ą 0 ô yipw
Jxi ` 2ỹi}w}q ą 0

Proof in Appendix E.5. The constraints can therefore be
rewritten in a simple form that does not rely on ∆. This
suggests that margins should be measured accordingly.

Definition 3. The strategic margin (or s-margin) of w is:

γNLw fi min
iPrms

yip swJxi ` 2ỹiq, sw “ w{ }w} (17)

Note that Eq. (17) differs from the standard margin in the
corrective term `2ỹ, which captures the maximal admis-
sible cost, and the direction of change. This new margin
has an intuitive interpretation: the distance of each xi is
measured w.r.t. an ‘individualized‘ classifier, wpiq, which
is simply w shifted parallelly by 2 units in the direction of
anticipated movement, ỹi (see Fig. 7 in Appx. C). This new
margin is not equivalent to the naı̈ve objective in Eq. (16).

For strategically-separable data, our approach will be to
optimize the s-margin using the appropriate constraints. For
non-separable problems, this can easily be extended to the
‘soft’ case using slack variables, akin to standard soft SVM
(see Appendix D.2). From this, we can derive an appropriate
proxy loss—the strategic hinge, or s-hinge.

Definition 4. For noisy labels, the strategic hinge is:

LNL
s´hingepx, ỹ, y;wq fi maxt0, 1 ´ ypwJx ` 2ỹ }w}qu

Hence, the s-hinge is simply the standard ‘vanilla’ hinge,
but with an additional additive term of ´2yỹ }w}, which
can be interpreted as aiming to correctly classify unmodified
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inputs xi, but w.r.t. an instance-dependent reference point,
1´2ỹ}w}, from which the margin is measured. To see where
this comes from, note that the s-hinge can be rewritten as:

maxt0, 1´ywJ∆NL
h px, ỹq ´ p2´ cpx,∆NL

h px, ỹqqqyỹ }w}u

(proof in Appendix E.8). This is exactly the naı̈ve hinge,
maxt0, 1 ´ ywJ∆NL

h px, ỹqu, but with a term that accounts
for both the actual and maximal cost. Figure 3 illustrates
the crux of the naı̈ve hinge, and how the s-hinge corrects it.

Finally, adding regularization gives our learning objective:

argmin
wPRd

1

m

m
ÿ

i“1

LNL
s´hingepxi, ỹi, yi;wq ` λ }w}

2
2 (18)

Our approach has two key benefits: it can be efficiently
optimized, and it enjoys favorable generalization guarantees
(Sec. 4.2); fortunately, and as we show next, our approach
(and its benefits) extend to broader instances of GSC.

4. GSC: Proxy Losses and Bounds
In this section, we generalize our approach and results to
GSC, this using the principles underlying our results for NL
in Sec. 3. Our focus remains on linear classifiers, but we
will now allow for general side information z, utilities ũ, and
costs c. In particular, our results here cover the personalized
previous experiences model (PPE) proposed in Sec. 3.

4.1. Generalized s-hinge

Returning to the standard hinge, note it can be rewritten as:

maxt0, 1 ´ signpywJxq|wJx|u (19)

which decouples the original penalty term ywJx into a
‘correctness’ term, signpywJxq “ 1ty “ hpxqu, and an
un-normalized ‘distance’ term,

dpx;wq fi |wJx| “ | swJx| }w} (20)

Now, consider again the naı̈ve hinge. Under this perspective:

maxt0, 1 ´ ywJ∆hpx, zqu

“maxt0, 1 ´ signpywJ∆hpx, zqq|wJ∆hpx, zq|u (21)

This reveals its fault: while it is appropriate to consider cor-
rectness on modified inputs, measuring distances in this way
lacks to account for the fact that ∆hpx, zq is a response to
w; in other words, it treats ∆hpx, zq as some predetermined
fixed point x1, discarding any information on the original
point x and how it changes as a function of w.

To appropriately adapt the hinge to strategic settings, we
must rethink the definition of margin. Notice that the stan-
dard distance in Eq. (20) can be reinterpreted as follows:

Observation: dpx;wq is the distance from x to the closest
point x1 that is classified differently, i.e.,

dpx;wq “ min
x1

}x ´ x1} s.t. hpxq ‰ hpx1q (22)

This definition considers distances between points, rather
than between a point and a hyperplane, as in Eq. (20);
here, the role of the hyperplane is expressed in terms of
classification outcomes (as a constraint).

We can now adapt Eq. (22) to a strategic setting by replacing
x with ∆hpx, zq only where it affects predictions.
Definition 5. The strategic distance of a point x (and w.r.t.
z) from the decision boundary of hw is:

d∆px, z;wq “min
x1

›

›x ´ x1
›

› (23)

s.t. hp∆hpx, zqq ‰ hp∆hpx1, zqq

Here, unlike the naı̈ve approach, distance are correctly mea-
sured on un-modified inputs, and modified inputs are used
to anticipate changes in classification outcomes. These can
then be used to define a generalized strategic margin.

Consequently, strategic distances also suggest the appropri-
ate form for the generalized strategic hinge, or gs-hinge:
Definition 6. The generalized strategic hinge is defined as:

LGSC
s´hingepx, z, y;wq fi (24)

maxt0, 1 ´ y signpwJ∆hpx, zqqd∆px, z;wq }w}u

which applies to any subclass of GSC. Note that for the
non-strategic setting, plugging ∆hpx, zq “ x into Eq. (24)
recovers the standard margin. The rationale behind the gs-
hinge for generic instances of GSC is illustrated in Fig. 8
(see Appendix C).

Optimization. In its most general form, and with no par-
ticular structure, optimizing the gs-hinge is likely to be hard.
However, for several subclasses of interest, it turns out to
have a tractable form. For the special case of GP (which
includes NL, SC, and ADV) and for norm costs, the strate-
gic distance can be simplified to dGP∆ px, z;wq “ | swJx` 2z|

since points move at most distance 2 in the direction of z
(proof in Appendix E.9). For this case, Eq. (24) becomes:

LGP
s´hingepx, z, y;wq fi maxt0, 1´ywJx´2zy }w}u (25)

For NL, z “ ỹ, which recovers LNL
s´hinge (Def. 4). For SC

and ADV, z “ 1 and z “ ´y, respectively.

For all cases above, the gs-hinge in Eq. (25) accounts for
strategic movement but does not explicitly include ∆hpx, zq

as a term. This removes the main computational diffi-
culty which strategic behavior introduces—coping with an
argmax. In addition, Eq. (25), is differentiable, and so can
be optimized end-to-end using standard gradient methods.
We view this as a substantial advantage of our approach.
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Figure 4. Results for the generalization experiment. The three leftmost plots are on ‘easy’ environments that reflect differences in
generalization behavior. The rightmost plot is on a ‘hard’ environment in which the naı̈ve approach also suffers from optimization issues.

4.2. Generalization bounds

Our next result provides a data-dependent bound on the
expected 0/1 error when minimizing the gs-hinge objective.

Theorem 1. Let D be a joint distribution over triples
px, z, yq, and let r “ maxxPX }x}. Denote by ŵ the mini-
mizer of the empirical generalized strategic hinge loss with
L2 regularization. Then for every δ P r0, 1s, if the training
set S includes m samples, then w.p. ě 1 ´ δ it holds that:

L0{1 ď L̂GSC
s´hinge `

8r }ŵ}
?
m

` p1`2ρGSC }w}q

d

2 lnp
4}ŵ}

δ q

m

where L0{1 is the expected 0/1 loss, L̂GSC
s´hinge is the empiri-

cal s-hinge loss on S, and ρGSC “ 2r.

The proof (Appendix E.10) relies on Rademacher bounds,
and carefully adapts the approach in (Fetaya, 2016) to ac-
count for strategic updates. The bound in Thm. 1 closely
matches the original bound for non-strategic settings, with
the only differences being that in the original bound the
constant in the middle summand is 4 (vs. 8), and ρ “ r. We
view this as suggesting that, in some sense, the gs-hinge is
an appropriate strategic generalization of the standard hinge.

For notable subclasses of GSC, the bound in Thm. 1 can be
tightened: the middle constant is reduced to the original 4,
and each case has its own ρ term (Appendix E.11). For GP,
we get ρGP “ pr ` 2q ď ρGSC, and also ρSC “ ρadv “ ρGP in
the worst case. For NL, we get ρNLϵ “ r ´ 2` 4ϵ; hence, for
ϵ “ 1{2, the standard bound is recovered, and for smaller
ϵ ď 1{2, sample complexity in NL is better since ρNLϵ ă ρ;45

and when incentives align, the empirical loss is also likely
to be lower. Together, and for ϵ ě 1{2, we get:

ρNLϵ ď ρ ď ρNLϵ ď ρSC “ ρadv “ ρGP ď ρGSC

4Since points move within X , and since movement is for dis-
tance of at most 2, we make the simplifying assumption that r ě 2.

5For larger ϵ P p1{2, 1s, where most labels are flipped, sample
complexity is worse. Note ϵ “ 1 matches an adversarial setting.

5. Experiments
We now turn to our experimental evaluation. Our first ex-
periment empirically studies generalization behavior for the
gs-hinge on synthetic data and in various strategic settings.
Our second experiment returns to the personalized previous
experiences (PPE) setting from Sec. 3 and uses real data.

5.1. Generalization

To complement our theoretical results, we study the gener-
alization behavior of learning with the gs-hinge, as it com-
pares to the naı̈ve hinge and standard (non-strategic) hinge,
across multiple settings: NL (ϵ “ 0), SC, and adversarial
(ADV). We also add as a baseline the standard hinge applied
to non-strategic data (in SC and ADV it is an upper bound
on strategic performance; in NL, it is a lower bound). The
challenge in empirically analyzing generalization is that it
is difficult to decouple statistical and optimizational issues;
this is particularly true in our case, since the gs-hinge (for
the settings we consider) has both a simpler functional form
and better theoretical guarantees than the naı̈ve hinge. We
therefore experiment in two types of synthetic environments:
‘easy’ and ‘hard’, which vary in the difficulty to optimize.
Further details are in Appendix B.2.

Results. Figure 4 presents our results. Each plot shows
performance for an increasing number of samples used for
training. Results are averaged over 30 random splits, with
bars showing (asymmetric) standard errors. For the easy
environment, the figure shows that across all settings, both
our gs-hinge and the naı̈ve hinge achieve roughly optimal
accuracy when training on 100% of the data; however the
gs-hinge strictly dominates the naı̈ve hinge, and converges
significantly faster. This result suggests that the gs-hinge
generalizes better. For the hard environment, results show
that the naı̈ve approach does not reach the optimum; train
accuracy shows that this is not due to overfitting. This shows
that the simplicity of the gs-hinge is beneficial.
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5.2. Personalized Previous Experiences

In PPE, the goal is to predict for a user-item pair px, aq

whether user x will like item a. Users can modify their
inputs based on a (private) sample set of previous experi-
ences, z “ tpaj , yjqunj“1. We use cpx, x1q “ }x ´ x1}

2
2

and bi-linear classifiers hW px, aq “ signpaJWxq, where
wx “ Wx is a ‘personalized’ classifier.

The PPE setting is unique in that, in essence, users also aim
to solve a classification problem. To see this, note that for a
given W , user responses ∆PPE

h px, zq (Eq. 12) becomes:

argmin
x1PRd

1

n

ÿn

j“1
1tsignpaJ

j Wx1q ‰ yju ´
1

2

›

›x ´ x1
›

›

2

2

This is a linear classification problem: x1 act as learned
classifier weights, apW q

j “ aJ
j W P Rd serve as features, yj

are target labels, and x1 is regularized towards x. In this
sense, PPE becomes a problem of multiple agents solving
interwoven classification problems, and with similar goals.

Data. We use the Coats Shopping dataset from Schnabel
et al. (2016). The data includes 290 users and 300 items
(coats), with features for both (e.g., fashion preferences for
users, type and color for coats). Labels include relevance
scores (here, binarized) given by each user to 40 coats.

Optimization. In principle, both system and users aim to
solve difficult 0/1-loss objectives; as these are in general in-
tractable, we model both entities as solving proxy objectives
instead. For the system we use the gs-hinge in (Eq. (24)).
In PPE, the general hinge is unlikely to have a closed-form
solution. This makes learning especially challenging, as it
requires solving a triple-nested optimization problem (the
outer argmax on w; the interim min in d∆px, z;wq; and
the inner argmax in ∆h). Nonetheless, we show that if the
system uses a squared-loss proxy, the objective becomes
tractable (for a full derivation see Appendix Sec. B.3).

Results. We consider three user types that differ by the
proxy loss they employ to solve ∆PPE: square, hinge, and
logistic. For each user type, we compare the performance
of our gs-hinge approach to the standard hinge, and vary
the number of previous experiences, n “ |z|. Figure 5
shows that for all user types, and with as little as n “ 4
examples in z, the gs-hinge provides a clear improvement
over the standard hinge. As n grows, the gain in accuracy
becomes more pronounced. For the square-loss user, n “ 24
improves upon the standard hinge by 6.4%. Improvement
exhibits a clear diminishing-returns trend, with most of the
gain achieved by n “ 12 (5.7%). For the hinge- and log-
loss users, gains are less pronounced, but still significant
(3.8% at n “ 12, after which gains plateau). Note that both
parties are better off when users employ the squared loss,

Figure 5. Results for the PPE setting on the coats dataset. Learning
with the strategic gs-hinge is significantly better than the standard
hinge, starting at n “ 4 and improving as n increases. Perfor-
mance is optimal when user respond with a proxy loss that match
the system’s (squared). Results show clear incentive alignment.

this matching the proxy loss used by the system. Hence, it
is in the best interest of the system to be transparent about
the loss it uses (here, squared), and in the best interest of
users follow suit. This is true since incentives align; results
show clear incentive-alignment from n “ 4. Interestingly,
strategic behavior under incentive alignment also helps the
standard (non-strategic) hinge classifier (vs. the baseline).

6. Conclusions
In a world where decisions about humans are increasingly
being made by (or with the support of) learned classifiers, it
is only reasonable to expect that humans will act to promote
their own goals. Our main takeaway is that these goals, and
the means taken to pursue them, are varied. Our general-
ized framework aims to capture this idea, and to provide
what we feel is a much needed flexibility in user modeling
within this domain. Methodologically, our paper shows that
coping with strategic behavior cannot always be done by
simply plugging a human response model into exiting meth-
ods for non-strategic learning, and that any adaptation of
conventional approaches must be done with care.

While our framework is general, it is intentionally restricted
to the fundamental setting of supervised binary classifica-
tion. Our hopes are twofold: that within the limits of our
framework, its flexibility will aid in developing new and
interesting strategic learning problems; and that beyond our
framework’s boundaries, these new problems can extend to
broader settings including dynamics, causality, and others.
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A. Additional Results
A.1. Conditions for Incentive Alignment in NL

Our first results give a characterization of when a learning task is incentive aligned (see Definition 1) in a simple instance of
the noisy label model with independent uniform noise: ỹ “ y w.p. 1 ´ ϵ and ỹ “ 1 ´ y w.p. ϵ for all y.

As the noise parameter ϵ controls how informative ỹ are of y, we can ask: for what values of ϵ is strategic behavior beneficial
to all? As we show, the answer directly depends on whether incentives can be aligned.

We begin with a definition of flipping cost.

Definition 7. The flipping cost of a point x with respect to a classifier h and a cost function c is:

ϕhpxq fi min
x1PX

cpx, x1q s.t. hpx1q ‰ hpxq (26)

Hence, ϕhpxq is the minimal cost required for modifying x to ‘flip’ its label (we will return to label flipping in Sec. 4). Next,
under the common case of cpx, xq “ 0, observe that:

Lemma 2.

• If hpxq “ ỹ, then hp∆NL
h px, ỹqq “ hpxq

• If hpxq ‰ ỹ, then hp∆NL
h px, ỹqq ‰ hpxq iff ϕhpxq ď 2

Proof in Appendix E.1. Given this, we will define:

Φh “ tx : ϕhpxq ď 2u (27)

to include all points that can flip their label.

We can now state our first result.

Theorem 2. Let D be a joint distribution over X ˆ Y . Assume z “ ỹ “ y with probability 1 ´ ϵ, and ´y otherwise, and
assume features are modified via ∆NL in Eq. (11). Then it is better for the system to encourage strategic behavior iff it learns
a classifier h for which it holds that:

Prx R Φh ^ hpxq ‰ ys ` Prx P Φhs ¨ ϵ (28)
ď min

h1PH
P ph1pxq ‰ yq

The proof (Appendix E.2) relies on the coupling of a technical lemma with the careful accounting of different error types.
The theorem states that strategic behavior is helpful if the system can learn a classifier whose error on points that cannot
flip their label (first summand) plus an ϵ-proportion of the points that can flip their label (second summand) is at most the
optimal error with no strategic behavior (RHS). This relates to incentive alignment:

Corollary 1. If such an h exists, then the learning task is incentive-aligned.

Proof in Appendix E.3. Thm. 2 states when it is preferable for users to modify features via ∆NL, rather than simply reporting
their original x. For completeness, we also state when predictions ŷ on modified inputs are better than ỹ.

Lemma 3. In the same setting as above, it is better for users to use system-provided predictions ŷ than their own
side-information ỹ iff the system uses a classifier h for which:

Prx R Φh ^ hpxq ‰ ys

Prx R Φhs
ď ϵ (29)

Proof in Appendix E.4. Lemma 3 states that predictions are helpful as long as errors on points who cannot flip their label
(and so cannot in principle “correct” system errors) is no more than the noise inherent in side information, ϵ. Proofs for both
results rely on the coupling of a technical lemma with the careful accounting of different error types. Figure 1 shows on
synthetic data that for most values of ϵ, strategic behavior is preferable (details in Appendix B.1).
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A.2. NL as an Extreme Subclass

Recall that our discussion regarding the need for a specialize hinge loss for strategic settings began with the observation that,
under a naı̈ve approach, multiple classifiers can obtain a margin of zero. Our next result shows that, in this sense, NL is a
‘extreme’ class within problems in GP.

Lemma 4. Let S “ tpxi, yiqumi“1. Then of all possible assignments to corresponding side information tziu
m
i“1, the

assignment zi “ yi for all i P rms has the largest set of feasible solutions having zero margin (when such exist).6

Proof. Let S “ tpxi, zi, yiqumi“1 such that Di P rms, zi ‰ yi. Denote by H 1
S Ď H the set of all feasible solutions to the

naive S-SVM optimization problem (Eq. 16) for the GP setting. Denote by H2
S Ď H 1 the set of all feasible solutions which

induce zero margin pminiPrms

ˇ

ˇwJ∆hpxi, ziq
ˇ

ˇ “ 0q.

Fix some i P rms for which zi ‰ yi. Consider the sample set S1 “ Sztpxi, zi, yiqu Y tpxi, yi, yiqu. The ith constraint
for S1 is strictly weaker in comparison to S (Lemma 1). The rest of the constraints remain unchanged. Therefore
@h P H 1

S , h P H 1
S1 .

If h P H2
S than miniPrms

ˇ

ˇwJ∆hpxi, ziq
ˇ

ˇ “ 0. This means that Dj P rms, wJ∆hpxj , zjq “ 0. Notice that j ‰ i. Proof:
If h P H2

S1 than all constraints must hold. In particular yiw
Jxi ă ´2 (Lemma 1). If wJ∆hpxi, ziq “ 0 than

hp∆hpxi, ziqq ‰ hpxiq which means that xi modified it’s features to be classified as zi. Since zi ‰ yi, the ith con-
straint does not hold - a contradiction.

Notice that wJ∆hpxj , zjq “ 0 ñ miniPrms

ˇ

ˇwJ∆hpxi, ziq
ˇ

ˇ “ 0 ñ h P H2
S1 . We get that @h P H2

S , h P H2
S1 . Therefore

H2
S Ď H2

S1 . Finally, applying such modifications to S recursively we get that H2
S˚ is maximal for S˚ “ tpxi, yi, yiqumi“1.

B. Additional Experimental Details
Technical details. All experiment results were averaged over 30 randomized experiments (data generation/shuffles and
train/test splits). In our experiments we used the soft S-SVM for the naive and non-strategic models and used our proposed
soft formulation for the strategically aware models. These methods require a hyper-parameter pλq controlling the tradeoff
between maximization and amount of constraint violations. We tuned this hyper-parameter using cross-validation of 3 splits
for λ P t0.01, 0.1, 1u. For the optimization we used the standard Adam optimizer (Kingma & Ba, 2017) and a learning rate
of 0.05. Each model trained for 200{200{50 epochs with a batch size of 5{16{24 for the generalization experiment, the
varying preference noise experiment and the PPE experiment respectively.

B.1. Experiment: Varying ϵ in NL (Sec. 3.1)

In this experiment our goal was to emphasize that there are simple and common environments which are incentive-aligned,
for both low and high values of ϵ. For this we generated a 2D dataset with clusters sampled from a normal distribution as
depicted in Figure 1. Then generated user preferences according to the Noisy labels setting for various ϵ values between
0 and 0.5. For the learning process we used our proposed approach (Eq. 18) and compared its accuracy to the baseline
accuracy (non-strategic model) and the pure user-information accuracy p1 ´ ϵq. Results can be viewed in Figure 1.

Data. For this experiment we considered 2D user features, and the distribution we used is composed out of 4 sub-
distributions:

• px, yq „ N
´

`

´5
0

˘

,
`

0.5, 0
0, 20

˘

¯

ˆ t1 w.p. 0.95,´1 w.p. 0.05u

• px, yq „ N
´

`

0.3
0

˘

,
`

0.5, 0
0, 20

˘

¯

ˆ t1 w.p. 0,´1 w.p. 1u

• px, yq „ N
´

`

´0.3
0

˘

,
`

0.5, 0
0, 20

˘

¯

ˆ t1 w.p. 1,´1 w.p. 0u

• px, yq „ N
´

`

5
0

˘

,
`

0.5, 0
0, 20

˘

¯

ˆ t1 w.p. 0.05,´1 w.p. 0.95u

6Note that the set of feasible solutions may also be large; the ratio of zero-margin feasible solutions is data-dependent.
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From each distribution we sampled 50 samples for the train set and 1250 samples for the test set.

B.2. Experiment: Generalization (Sec. 5.1)

Optimization. Here we describe how we calculated ∆GP (for the naive approach) in a differential way - allowing GD-
based optimization methods. Notice that for norm-based cost function, the GP response mapping argmax problem has a
closed-form solution:

∆GP
h px, zq “

#

x ´ zwJxw
}w}2

´2 ď zwJx
}w}

ď 0

x otherwise

This closed form solution is unfortunately non-differentiable; instead, we apply the following differentiable approximation:

∆GP
h px, zq “ x ´

zwJxw

}w}
2 ¨ σpcondq, cond “ p´

zwJx

}w}
q ¨ p

zwJx

}w}
` 2q

Where σ is the sigmoid function.

Data. Here we consider 2D user features, and the distributions we used are composed out of two sub-distributions:

NL:

• px, z, yq „ N
´

`

10
0

˘

,
`

5, 0
0, 0.2

˘

¯

ˆ t1 w.p. 1u ˆ t1 w.p. 1u

• px, z, yq „ N
´

`

´10
0

˘

,
`

5, 0
0, 0.2

˘

¯

ˆ t´1 w.p. 1u ˆ t´1 w.p. 1u

ADV:

• px, z, yq „ N
´

`

15.5
0

˘

,
`

1.5, 0
0, 0.2

˘

¯

ˆ t´1 w.p. 1u ˆ t1 w.p. 1u

• px, z, yq „ N
´

`

4.5
0

˘

,
`

1.5, 0
0, 0.2

˘

¯

ˆ t1 w.p. 1u ˆ t´1 w.p. 1u

SC:

• px, z, yq „ N
´

`

15
0

˘

,
`

1.5, 0
0, 0.2

˘

¯

ˆ t1 w.p. 1u ˆ t1 w.p. 1u

• px, z, yq „ N
´

`

4
0

˘

,
`

1.5, 0
0, 0.2

˘

¯

ˆ t1 w.p. 1u ˆ t´1 w.p. 1u

SC (hard):

• px, z, yq „ N
´

`

2.25
0

˘

,
`

0.5, 0
0, 0.2

˘

¯

ˆ t1 w.p. 1u ˆ t1 w.p. 1u

• px, z, yq „ N
´

`

´2.25
0

˘

,
`

0.5, 0
0, 0.2

˘

¯

ˆ t1 w.p. 1u ˆ t´1 w.p. 1u

From each distribution we sampled 25 samples for the train set and 1250 samples for the test set.

B.3. Experiment: Private Personalized Experiences (PPE) (Sec. 5.2)

Notice that in this setting, ∆ does not have a closed-form solution and can only be approximated by both users and the
system. This means that even at test time, users will modify their features according to an approximation of ∆PPE. To test the
effectiveness and robustness of our proposed algorithm, we fix the approximation of the system and vary the approximation
of users. We trained the system with the MSE loss, and tested 3 different user approximation losses: MSE loss, classic hinge
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loss and logistic loss. For each experiment, we varied the amount of items users were exposed to in advanced (size of z).
The more items in z, the more accurate their ”model” will be, and therefore we expect higher accuracy.

∆̃PPE
h px, zq “ argmin

x1PX

1

|z|

ÿ

pa,yqPz

Lpx1, a, y;W q `
1

2

›

›x1 ´ x
›

›

2
(30)

Lsquaredpx, a, y;W q “
›

›aJWx ´ y
›

›

2

Lhingepx, a, y;W q “ maxt0, 1 ´ y ¨ paJWxqu

Llogisticpx, a, y;W q “ e´y¨paJWxq

System training procedure. In PPE the recommender takes 2 arguments (Eq. 12) so we used an adaptation of the GSC
s-hinge loss (Eq.24) for this experiment.

LPPE
s´hingepx, z, a, y;W q fi (31)

maxt0, 1 ´ y signpaJW∆hpx, zqqd∆px, z;W q
›

›aJW
›

›u

We begin by replacing the sign function with a a sigmoid function - an approximated smooth and differential version
of sign. We continue by describing how we calculate ∆̃PPE

h px, zq. Recall the system uses the MSE approximation and
therefore ∆̃PPE

h px, zq can be rewritten as:

∆̃PPE
h px, zq “ argmin

x1PX

›

›AWx1 ´ Y
›

›

2
`

|z|

2

›

›x1 ´ x
›

›

2
(32)

A “ pa1, ..., a|z|q, Y “ py1, ..., y|z|q

This is a standard LS with regularization optimization problem and has a closed form solution:

∆̃PPE
h px, zq “ p2pAW qJAW ` |z|Iq´1p2pAW qJY ` |z|xq (33)

Next, we describe how we find d∆px, z;W q. Notice that according to the MSE approximation, users’ strategic modifications
are linear transformations:

∆̃PPE
h px, zq “ αW,zx ` βW,z (34)

αW,z “ |z|p2pAW qJAW ` |z|Iq´1

βW,z “ p2pAW qJAW ` |z|Iq´1p2pAW qJY q

Being a linear transformation, it is also continuous. This implies that for any x, the closest x1 to it for which hp∆hpx, zqq ‰

hp∆hpx1, zqq (Eq. 23), has to hold |aW∆hpx1,zq|

}aW }
“ 0. Meaning it’s distance to the hyperplane after applying modifications

is 0.

Now, we plug in Eq. 34 to this constraint and get:

aWαW,zx ´ aWβW,z “ 0 (35)

All that remains is to solve a convex optimization problem with linear equality constraints to find d∆px, z;W q. To do this in
a differential way, we apply another approximation and solve the following optimization problem instead:

∆̃PPE
h px, zq “ argmin

x1PX
}aWαW,zx ´ aWβW,z}

2
` λ

›

›x1 ´ x
›

›

2
(36)

For fairly small values of λ (In our experiments we used λ “ 0.01). This optimization problem too has a closed form
solution which concludes the training procedure calculations.
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C. Additional Illustrations

Figure 6. A depiction of the generalized strategic classification world and various sub-classes within it.

Figure 7. An illustration of the GP/NL s-margin minimization objective for different samples. The hyperplane classifies points to its left as
´1 (orange side) and points to its right as `1 (blue side). The red and blue lines represent d∆ - which in this setting is the distances of users
to the shifted hyperplane 2 units into their ”undesired side”. Red lines mean that the user is in a ”red” region psignpywJ∆hpx; zq ă 0q

and similarly for blue lines psignpywJ∆hpx; zq ą 0q.

Figure 8. Let h,∆, z, y be a classifier, a response mapping, user latent information and a label. Notice that these elements induce regions
in X for which hp∆px; zqq “ y (blue) and hp∆px; zqq ‰ y (red). The objective of the gs-hinge (Eq. 24) is to maximize d∆px, z;hq (Eq.
23) for x values in blue regions, and minimize it for x values in red regions. The reason is that signpywJ∆hpx1; zqqd∆hpx1, z;hq ą 0
and signpywJ∆hpx2; zqqd∆hpx2, z;hq ă 0.
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D. Additional Definitions
D.1. NL Hard formulation equivalent optimization problem

According to Lemma 1, the Hard formulation from Eq. 16 for the NL setting can be rewritten as:

argmax
w : }w}“1

min
iPrms

ˇ

ˇyipw
Jx ` 2ỹiq

ˇ

ˇ

s.t. yipw
Jx ` 2ỹiq ą 0 @i P rms (37)

This optimization problem can be reformulated as follows:

Algorithm 1 NL Hard formulation
Input: tpxi, ỹi, yqum

Solve:
w0 “ argminw }w}

2

s.t. @i P rms, yipw
Jx ` 2ỹi }w}q ě 1

Output: ŵ “ w0

}w0}

Algorithm 1 and Eq. 37 output the same classifier w. Proof in Appendix E.6.

D.2. NL/GP Soft formulation

The hard constraints of the algorithm 1 optimization problem can be soften by introducing slack variables, similarly to the
classic soft SVM algorithm.

Algorithm 2 NL/GP Soft formulation
Input: tpxi, ỹi, yqum

Parameter: λ ą 0
Solve:
w, ξi “ argminw,ξi λ }w}

2
` 1

m

řm
i“1 ξi

s.t. @i P rms, yipw
Jx ` 2ỹi }w}q ě 1 ´ ξi and ξi ě 0

Output: w

We can rewrite the optimization problem of Algorithm 2 as a regularized loss-minimization problem:

w, ξi “ argmin
w,ξi

λ }w}
2

`
1

m
LNL
s´hingepxi, ỹi, yi;wq

LNL
s´hingepx, ỹ, y;wq fi maxt0, 1 ´ ypwJx ` 2ỹ }w}qu

Proof in Appendix E.7.

E. Proofs
E.1. Lemma 2

Proof. Assume cpx, xq “ 0.

• If hpxq “ ỹ: Assume, for sake of contradiction, that hp∆NL
h px, ỹqq ‰ hpxq. This implies hp∆NL

h px, ỹqq “ ´ỹ.

• Recall the definition:
∆NL

h px, ỹq “ argmax
x1PX

1thpx1q “ ỹu ´
1

2
cpx, x1q
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This means that 1thpxq “ ỹu´ 1
2cpx, xq ď 1thp∆NL

h px, ỹqq “ ỹu´ 1
2cpx,∆

NL
h px, ỹqq. But 1thpxq “ ỹu´ 1

2cpx, xq “ 1;
hence, since:

1thp∆NL
h px, ỹqq “ ỹu ´

1

2
cpx,∆NL

h px, ỹqq “ 1t´ỹ “ ỹu ´
1

2
cpx,∆NL

h px, ỹqq “ ´
1

2
cpx,∆NL

h px, ỹqq ď 0 ă 1

we get that:

1thpxq “ ỹu ´
1

2
cpx, xq ą 1thp∆NL

h px, ỹqq “ ỹu ´
1

2
cpx,∆NL

h px, ỹqq

Therefore the assumption must be false.

• If hpxq ‰ ỹ: hp∆NL
h px, ỹqq ‰ hpxq iff ϕhpxq ď 2

– If hp∆NL
h px, ỹqq ‰ hpxq:

So hp∆NL
h px, ỹqq “ ỹ.

Assume, for sake of contradiction, that ϕhpxq ą 2.
Therefore cpx,∆NL

h px, ỹqq ą 2.
Again, 1thpxq “ ỹu ´ 1

2cpx, xq ď 1thp∆NL
h px, ỹqq “ ỹu ´ 1

2cpx,∆
NL
h px, ỹqq.

But
1thpxq “ ỹu ´ 1

2cpx, xq “ 0.
1thp∆NL

h px, ỹqq “ ỹu ´ 1
2cpx,∆

NL
h px, ỹqq “ 1tỹ “ ỹu ´ 1

2cpx,∆
NL
h px, ỹqq ă 1 ´ 1

2 ¨ 2 “ 0.
So 1thpxq “ ỹu ´ 1

2cpx, xq ą 1thp∆NL
h px, ỹqq “ ỹu ´ 1

2cpx,∆
NL
h px, ỹqq.

Therefore the assumption must be false.
– If ϕhpxq ď 2:

Let x1 be the minimizer of the flipping cost optimization problem (Definition 7).
Therefore hpxq ‰ hpx1q and cpx, x1q ď 2. This means that hpx1q “ ỹ.
Assume, for sake of contradiction, that hp∆NL

h px, ỹqq “ hpxq.
So hp∆NL

h px, ỹqq “ ´ỹ.
Again, 1thpx1q “ ỹu ´ 1

2cpx, x
1q ď 1thp∆NL

h px, ỹqq “ ỹu ´ 1
2cpx,∆

NL
h px, ỹqq.

But
1thpx1q “ ỹu ´ 1

2cpx, x
1q “ 1tỹ “ ỹu ´ 1

2cpx, x
1q ě 1 ´ 1

2 ¨ 2 “ 0 ą ´1.
1thp∆NL

h px, ỹqq “ ỹu ´ 1
2cpx,∆

NL
h px, ỹqq “ 1t´ỹ “ ỹu ´ 1

2cpx,∆
NL
h px, ỹqq “ ´1 ´ 1

2cpx,∆
NL
h px, ỹqq ď 0.

So 1thpxq “ ỹu ´ 1
2cpx, xq ą 1thp∆NL

h px, ỹqq “ ỹu ´ 1
2cpx,∆

NL
h px, ỹqq.

Therefore the assumption must be false.

E.2. Theorem 2

Proof. Let D be a joint distribution over X ˆ Y . Assume z “ ỹ “ y with probability 1 ´ ϵ, and ´y otherwise, and assume
features are modified via ∆NL in Eq. (11). It is better for the system to encourage strategic behavior iff it learns a classifier h
for which it holds that:

EDr1thp∆NL
h px; ỹqq ‰ yus ď min

h1PH
EDr1th1pxq ‰ yus

• RHS: We have EDr1th1pxq ‰ yus “ Prh1pxq ‰ ys

• LHS: From Lemma 2 we derive two conclusions:

– 1. x P Φh ñ hp∆NL
h px; ỹqq “ ỹ.

– 2. x R Φh ñ hp∆NL
h px; ỹqq “ hpxq.

This gives us:

EDr1thp∆NL
h px; ỹqq ‰ yus “ P

“

hp∆NL
h px; ỹqq ‰ y

‰

“
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P
“

hp∆NL
h px; ỹqq ‰ y|x P Φh

‰

¨ Prx P Φhs ` P
“

hp∆NL
h px; ỹqq ‰ y|x R Φh

‰

¨ Prx R Φhs “1,2

Prỹ ‰ y|x P Φhs ¨ Prx P Φhs ` Prhpxq ‰ y|x R Φhs ¨ Prx R Φhs “ỹ and x are i.i.d

ϵ ¨ Prx P Φhs ` Prhpxq ‰ y ^ x R Φhs

Finally, we get:

EDr1thp∆NL
h px; ỹqq ‰ yus ď min

h1PH
EDr1th1pxq ‰ yus

ô ϵ ¨ Prx P Φhs ` Prhpxq ‰ y ^ x R Φhs ď min
h1PH

P
“

h1pxq ‰ y
‰

E.3. Corollary 1

Proof. if such an h exists, then according to Theorem 2:

EDr1thp∆NL
h px; ỹqq ‰ yus ď min

h1PH
EDr1th1pxq ‰ yus

Therefore Dh P H such that @h1 P H it holds that:

EDr1thp∆NL
h px; ỹqq ‰ yus ď EDr1th1pxq ‰ yus

According to Definition 1, the environment is incentive-aligned.

E.4. Lemma 3

Proof. Let D be a joint distribution over X ˆ Y . Assume z “ ỹ “ y with probability 1 ´ ϵ, and ´y otherwise, and
assume features are modified via ∆NL in Eq. (11). It is better for users to use system-provided predictions ŷ than their own
side-information ỹ iff the system learns a classifier h for which it holds that:

EDr1thp∆NL
h px; ỹqq ‰ yus ď EDr1tỹ ‰ yus

• RHS: We have EDr1tỹ ‰ yus “ Prỹ ‰ ys “ ϵ.

• LHS:

EDr1thp∆NL
h px; ỹqq ‰ yus “ P

“

hp∆NL
h px; ỹqq ‰ y

‰

“Theorem 2 proof

ϵ ¨ Prx P Φhs ` Prhpxq ‰ y ^ x R Φhs

Finally, we get:

EDr1thp∆NL
h px; ỹqq ‰ yus ď min

h1PH
EDr1th1pxq ‰ yus

ô ϵ ¨ Prx P Φhs ` Prỹ ‰ y ^ x R Φhs ď ϵ

ô Prỹ ‰ y ^ x R Φhs ď ϵp1 ´ Prx P Φhsq

ô Prỹ ‰ y ^ x R Φhs ď ϵ ¨ Prx R Φhs

ô
Prỹ ‰ y ^ x R Φhs

Prx R Φhs
ď ϵ

E.5. Lemma 1

Proof. Let h “ pwq be a linear classifier and px, ỹ, yq P X ˆ Y ˆ Y . We show that:

ywJ∆NL
h px, ỹq ą 0 ô ypwJx ` 2ỹ }w}q ą 0
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Or equivalently:

hp∆NL
h px, ỹqq “ y ô

ywJx

}w}
ą ´2ỹy

Observation: In NL, the cost function is the euclidean distance between two vectors pcpx, x1q “ }x ´ x1}q. Therefore the
flipping cost (Definition 7) of a user x is the euclidean distance to the separating hyperplane pϕhpxq “

|wJx|

}w}
q.

• If y “ ỹ:

– If hpxq “ ỹ: From Lemma 2, we have hp∆NL
h px, ỹqq “ ỹ “ y. Hence,

ywJx “ ỹwJx ą 0 ô
ywJx

}w}
ą 0 ą ´2 “ ´2ỹy

– If hpxq ‰ ỹ: From Lemma 2, we have hp∆NL
h px, ỹqq “ ỹ “ y ô ϕhpxq ď 2. Hence,

ϕhpxq ď 2 ô
|wJx|

}w}
ď 2 (observation)

|wJx|

}w}
ď 2 ô

ỹwJx

}w}
ě ´2 pỹwJx ă 0q

ỹwJx

}w}
ě ´2 ô

ywJx

}w}
ě ´2ỹy

• If y ‰ ỹ:

– If hpxq “ ỹ: From Lemma 2, we have hp∆NL
h px, ỹqq “ ỹ “ ´y. Hence,

ywJx “ ´ỹwJx ă 0 ô
ywJx

}w}
ă 0 ă 2 “ ´2ỹy

– If hpxq ‰ ỹ: From Lemma 2, we have hp∆NL
h px, ỹqq “ ỹ “ ´y ô ϕhpxq ď 2. Hence,

ϕhpxq ď 2 ô
|wJx|

}w}
ď 2 (observation)

|wJx|

}w}
ď 2 ô

ỹwJx

}w}
ě ´2 pỹwJx ă 0q

ỹwJx

}w}
ě ´2 ô

ywJx

}w}
ă ´2ỹy

E.6. Hard formulation equivalent form (Appendix D.1)

Proof. We begin by rewriting Eq. 37:
argmax
w : }w}“1

min
iPrms

yipw
Jxi ` 2ỹiq (38)

The two are equivalent whenever there is a solution to the preceding problem, i.e. the data is strategically separable
(Definition 2).

Let w˚ be a solution of Eq. 38. Define γ˚ “ miniPrms yipw
Jxi ` 2ỹiq. Therefore @i P rms we have:

yippw˚qJxi ` 2ỹiq ě γ˚
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Or equivalently (since γ˚ ą 0 and }w˚} “ 1):

yipp
w˚

γ˚
qJxi ` 2ỹi

›

›

›

›

w˚

γ˚

›

›

›

›

q ě 1

Hence, w˚

γ˚ satisfies the conditions of the optimization in Algorithm 1. Therefore, }w0} ě

›

›

›

w˚

γ˚

›

›

›
“ 1

γ˚ .

It follows that @i P rms:

yipŵ
Jxi ` 2ỹiq “

1

}w0}
yipw

J
0 xi ` 2ỹi }w0}q ě

1

}w0}
ě γ˚

Since }ŵ} “ 1 we obtain that ŵ is an optimal solution of Eq. 38.

E.7. Soft formulation equivalent form (Appendix D.2)

Proof. Fix some w, i and consider the minimization over ξi in Algorithm 2. Since ξi must be nonnegative, the best
assignment to xi would be 0 if yipwJxi ` 2ỹi }w}q ě 1 and would be 1 ´ yipw

Jxi ` 2ỹi }w}q otherwise. Therefore

ξi “

"

0, yipw
Jxi ` 2ỹi }w}q ě 1

1 ´ yipw
Jxi ` 2ỹi }w}q, yipw

Jxi ` 2ỹi }w}q ă 1
“ maxt0, 1 ´ yipw

Jxi ` 2ỹi }w}qu

E.8. Definition 4 equivalent form

Proof. We will show that for the NL setting:

LNL
s´hingepx, ỹ, y;wq fi maxt0, 1 ´ ypwJx ` 2ỹ }w}qu “ maxt0, 1 ´ ywJ∆NL

h px, ỹq ´ p2 ´ cpx,∆NL
h px, ỹqqqyỹ }w}u

Assumption:
Users do not change their features unless the change strictly increase their utility, i.e. hp∆NL

h px; ỹqq “ hpxq ñ ∆NL
h px; ỹq “

x.

Observation:
Assuming cpx, x1q “ }x ´ x1} as in NL, the closest point x1 to x for which hpx1q ‰ hpxq is a point on the hyperplane w

closest to x. The modification cost is the euclidean distance between x and the hyperplane pcpx, x1q “
|wJx|

}w}
q

Let h “ pwq be a linear classifier and px, ỹ, yq P X ˆ Y ˆ Y .

• If ỹwJx
}w}

ą 0:
ỹwJx ą 0 ñ

hpxq “ ỹ ñ (Lemma 2).
hp∆NL

h px; ỹqq “ hpxq “ ỹ ñ (assumption).
∆NL

h px; ỹq “ x ñ

ywJ∆NL
h px; ỹq “ ywJx ñ pcpx,∆NL

h px; ỹqq “ cpx, xq “ 0q

maxt0, 1 ´ ypwJx ` 2ỹ }w}qu “ maxt0, 1 ´ ywJ∆NL
h px, ỹq ´ p2 ´ cpx,∆NL

h px, ỹqqqyỹ }w}u

• If 0 ě
ỹwJx

}w}
ě ´2:

ỹwJx ă 0 ñ

hpxq ‰ ỹ ñ (Lemma 2).
php∆NL

h px; ỹqq ‰ hpxq ô ϕhpxq ď 2q ñ pϕhpxq “
|wJx|

}w}
( see observation). Therefore ϕhpxq ď 2q.

hp∆NL
h px; ỹqq ‰ hpxq ñ (observation).

ywJ∆NL
h px; ỹq “ 0 ^ cpx,∆NL

h px; ỹqq “
|wJx|

}w}
ñ p

|wJx|

}w}
“

´ỹwJx
}w}

q.
maxt0, 1 ´ ypwJx ` 2ỹ }w}qu “ maxt0, 1 ´ ywJ∆NL

h px, ỹq ´ p2 ´ cpx,∆NL
h px, ỹqqqyỹ }w}u
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• If ỹwJx
}w}

ă ´2: ỹwJx ă 0 ñ

hpxq ‰ ỹ ñ (Lemma 2).
php∆NL

h px; ỹqq ‰ hpxq ô ϕhpxq ď 2q ñ pϕhpxq “
|wJx|

}w}
(see Lemma 1 proof). Therefore ϕhpxq ą 2q.

hp∆NL
h px; ỹqq “ hpxq ñ (assumption).

∆NL
h px; ỹq “ x ñ

ywJ∆NL
h px; ỹq “ ywJx ñ pcpx,∆NL

h px; ỹqq “ cpx, xq “ 0q

maxt0, 1 ´ ypwJx ` 2ỹ }w}qu “ maxt0, 1 ´ ywJ∆NL
h px, ỹq ´ p2 ´ cpx,∆NL

h px, ỹqqqyỹ }w}u

E.9. Strategic distance for GP

Claim: dGP∆ px, z;wq “ | swJx ` 2z|

Proof. Let h “ pwq be a linear classifier, x, x1 P X and z P Z . We show necessary and sufficient conditions for which
hp∆GP

h pxqq ‰ hp∆GP
h px1qq.

• If hpxq “ z:
hp∆GP

h pxqq ‰ hp∆GP
h px1qq ô (Lemma 2).

z ‰ hp∆GP
h px1qq ô (Lemma 2).

hpx1q ‰ z ^ ϕhpx1q ą 2 ô

zwJx1 ă 0 ^
|wJx1

|

}w}
ą 2 ô

zwJx1

}w}
ă ´2.

Also, zwJx ą 0. Therefore x and any x1 for which zwJx1

}w}
ă ´2 are on different sides of the hyperplane.

The minimal distance from x to such x1 is the distance from x to the hyperplane plus 2:
dGP∆ px, z;wq “

|wJx|

}w}
` 2 “ zwJx

}w}
` 2 “ |w

Jx
}w}

` 2z| “ | swJx ` 2z|

• If hpxq ‰ z:

– If ϕhpxq ď 2:
hp∆GP

h pxqq ‰ hp∆GP
h px1qq ô (Lemma 2).

z ‰ hp∆GP
h px1qq ô (Lemma 2).

hpx1q ‰ z ^ ϕhpx1q ą 2 ô

zwJx1 ă 0 ^
|wJx1

|

}w}
ą 2 ô

zwJx1

}w}
ă ´2.

Also, zwJx ď 0 and |wJx1
|

}w}
ď 2.

This means that ´2 ď zwJx1

}w}
ď 0.

Therefore x and any x1 for which zwJx1

}w}
ă ´2 are on the same side of the hyperplane and x is closer to the hyperplane

than x1.
The minimal distance from x to such x1 is 2 minus the distance from x to the hyperplane:
dGP∆ px, z;wq “ 2 ´

|wJx|

}w}
“ 2 ` zwJx

}w}
“ |w

Jx
}w}

` 2z| “ | swJx ` 2z|

– If ϕhpxq ą 2:
hp∆GP

h pxqq ‰ hp∆GP
h px1qq ô (Lemma 2).

z “ hp∆GP
h px1qq ô (Lemma 2).

hpx1q “ z _ phpx1q ‰ z ^ ϕhpx1q ď 2q ô

zwJx1 ą 0 _ pzwJx1 ď 0 ^
|wJx1

|

}w}
ď 2q ô

zwJx1

}w}
ą 0 _ p´2 ď zwJx1

}w}
ď 0q ñ
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zwJx1

}w}
ě ´2.

Also, zwJx ď 0 and |wJx1
|

}w}
ą 2.

This means that zwJx1

}w}
ă ´2.

The minimal distance from x to an x1 for which zwJx1

}w}
ě ´2 is the distance from x to the hyperplane minus 2:

dGP∆ px, z;wq “
|wJx|

}w}
´ 2 “ ´ zwJx

}w}
´ 2 “ |w

Jx
}w}

` 2z| “ | swJx ` 2z|.

E.10. Theorem 1

Proof. Denote by s a sample px, z, yq P X ˆ Z ˆ Y . Recall:

LGSC
0{1ps;wq fi 1ty signpwJ∆hpx; zqqu

LGSC
s´hingeps;wq fi maxt0, 1 ´ y signpwJ∆hpx, zqqd∆px, z;wq }w}u

Since d∆px, z;wq ě 0 it is clear that LGSC
0{1ps;wq ď LGSC

s´hingeps;wq.

We rewrite LGSC
s´hingeps;wq:

LGSC
s´hingeps;wq fi maxt0, 1 ´ y signpwJ∆hpx, zqq

›

›x ´ xd
›

› }w}u

where

xd fi argmin
x1

›

›x ´ x1
›

›

s.t. hp∆hpx, zqq ‰ hp∆hpx1, zqq

Define Hk “ ts Ñ y signpwJ∆hpx, zqq }x ´ xd} }w} : }w} ď ku and let S “ tsiu
m be vectors in that space. Denote

r “ maxxPX .
We bound the Rademacher complexity of Hk ˝ S:

mRpHk ˝ Sq “ Eσ

«

sup
wPHk

m
ÿ

i“1

σiyi signpwJ∆hpxi, ziqq
›

›xi ´ xd
i

›

› }w}

ff

“1

Eσ

«

sup
wPHk

m
ÿ

i“1

σi

›

›xi ´ xd
i

›

› }w}

ff

“ Eσ

«

sup
wPHk

}w}

m
ÿ

i“1

σi

›

›xi ´ xd
i

›

›

ff

ď

Eσ

«

k

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

m
ÿ

i“1

σi

›

›xi ´ xd
i

›

›

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ff

“ kEσ

»

—

–

g

f

f

e

˜

m
ÿ

i“1

σi

›

›xi ´ xd
i

›

›

¸2
fi

ffi

fl

ď2

k

g

f

f

f

eEσ

»

–

˜

m
ÿ

i“1

σi

›

›xi ´ xd
i

›

›

¸2
fi

fl “ k

g

f

f

eEσ

«

ÿ

i,j

σiσj

›

›xi ´ xd
i

›

›

›

›xj ´ xd
j

›

›

ff

“3

k

g

f

f

e

m
ÿ

i“1

Eσ rσ2
i s

›

›xi ´ xd
i

›

›

2
ď k

?
m ¨ max

i

›

›xi ´ xd
i

›

› ď k
?
m ¨ max

i
}xi} `

›

›xd
i

›

› ď k
?
m ¨ 2r

With steps following from:

1. σiyi signpwJ∆hpxi, ziqq ”d σi under the expectancy

2. Jensen’s inequality
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3. Independence

Therefore. RpHk ˝ Sq ď 2kr?
m

.

Consider the hinge function ϕptq “ maxt0, 1 ´ tu for scalar values t P R. ϕ is 1-Lipschitz:

@t1, t2 P R, |ϕpt1q ´ ϕpt2q| “ |max 0, 1 ´ t1 ´ max 0, 1 ´ t2| ď max |0 ´ 0|, |1 ´ t1 ´ 1 ` t2| “ |t1 ´ t2|

Then, according to Talagrand’s contraction principal, Rpϕ ˝ Hkq ď RpHkq.

Let D be a distribution on X ˆ Z ˆ Y such that there exists some w˚ with PD

“

y signppw˚qJ∆hpx, zq ě 1
‰

“ 1. Let wS

be the output of the Hard formulation algorithm without normalization:

w “ argmin
w

}w}
2

s.t. @i P rms, yi signpwJ∆hpxi, ziqq
›

›xi ´ xd
i

›

› }w} ě 1

Define H˚ “ tw : }w} ď }w˚}u. We have }wS} ď }w˚} and therefore wS P H˚. From the generalization theorem on
Rademacher complexity, with probability greater or equal to 1 ´ δ, for all w P H˚:

LGSC
s´hingepw;Dq ´ LGSC

s´hingepw;Sq ď 2RDpϕ ˝ H}w˚}q ` c

d

2lnp 2
δ q

m

where c is the maximal loss, which in our case is p1 ` 2r }w˚}q.

Finally, we get:

LGSC
s´hingepw;Dq ď LGSC

s´hingepw;Sq `
4r }w˚}

?
m

` p1 ` 2r }w˚}q

d

2lnp 2
δ q

m

Notice that w˚ is unknown. Therefore we show a data-dependant bound. Define Hi “ tw : }w} ď 2iu and δi “ δ
2i . Note

that
ř8

i“1 δi “ δ. Similarly to the first part of the proof, for all i, @w P Hi with probability greater or equal to δ:

LGSC
s´hingepw;Dq ď LGSC

s´hingepw;Sq `
4r ¨ 2i
?
m

` p1 ` 2 ¨ 2iq

d

2lnp 2
δi

q

m

From the union bound, we get that with probability greater or equal to 1 ´ δ this holds for all Hi. This means that for all
w P H we have for i “ rlogp}w}qs ď logp}w}q ` 1:

LGSC
s´hingepw;Dq ď LGSC

s´hingepw;Sq `
8r }w}

?
m

` p1 ` 4r }w}q

d

2lnp
4}w}

δ q

m

Plugging w “ wS finishes the proof. This proof can be adjusted easily to work for the soft formulation algorithm.

E.11. Tightened generalization bounds for notable subclasses of GSC

Let D be a joint distribution over triples px, z, yq, and let r “ maxxPX }x}. Denote by ŵ the minimizer of the empirical
generalized strategic hinge loss with L2 regularization. Then for every δ P r0, 1s, if the training set S includes m samples,
then w.p. ě 1 ´ δ it holds that:

L0{1 ď L̂GP
s´hinge `

4r }ŵ}
?
m

` p1 ` 2ρGP }w}q

d

2 lnp
4}ŵ}

δ q

m

where L0{1 is the expected 0/1 loss, L̂GP
s´hinge is the empirical s-hinge loss on S, and ρGP “ r ` 2.
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Proof. This proof follows the proof of Theorem 1 with two slight differences:

Rademacher complexity of Hk ˝ S:

mRpHk ˝ Sq “ Eσ

«

sup
wPHk

m
ÿ

i“1

σiyipw
Jxi ` 2zi }w}q

ff

“1

Eσ

«

sup
wPHk

m
ÿ

i“1

σipw
Jxi ` 2zi }w}q

ff

“ Eσ

«

sup
wPHk

m
ÿ

i“1

σipw
Jxi ` 2zi }w}q

ff

ď

Eσ

«

sup
wPHk

m
ÿ

i“1

σiw
Jxi

ff

` Eσ

«

sup
wPHk

m
ÿ

i“1

σi ¨ 2zi }w}

ff

“2

Eσ

«

sup
wPHk

wJ

m
ÿ

i“1

σixi

ff

` Eσ

«

sup
wPHk

2 }w}

m
ÿ

i“1

σi

ff

“

Eσ

«

sup
wPHk

wJ

m
ÿ

i“1

σixi

ff

ď3 Eσ

«

k

›

›

›

›

›

m
ÿ

i“1

σixi

›

›

›

›

›

ff

“

kEσ

»

—

–

g

f

f

e

›

›

›

›

›

m
ÿ

i“1

σixi

›

›

›

›

›

2
fi

ffi

fl

ď4 k

g

f

f

f

eEσ

»

–

›

›

›

›

›

m
ÿ

i“1

σixi

›

›

›

›

›

2
fi

fl “

k

g

f

f

eEσ

«

m
ÿ

i,j

σiσj xxi, xjy

ff

“5 k

g

f

f

e

m
ÿ

i“1

Eσ rσ2
i s }xi}

2
ď

k
?
m ¨ max

i
}xi} ď k

?
m ¨ max

i
}xi} “ k

?
m ¨ r

where steps follow from:

1. σiyi ”d σi under the expectancy

2. σizi ”d σi under the expectancy

3. Cauchy-Schwartz inequality

4. Jensen’s inequality

5. Independence

Therefore, RpHk ˝ Sq ď kr?
m

.

Derivation of ρNL, ρGP, ρADV, ρSC:
The Rademacher complexity generalization theorem states that c is equal to the maximal loss for any sample in S. Therefore
for GP, ADV and SC:

max
sPS

Ls´hingepsq “ max
sPS

maxt0, 1 ´ ywJx ` 2yz }w}u “ 1 ` pr ` 2q }w} ñ

ñ ρGP, ρADV, ρSC “ r ` 2

However, a close examination of the theorem proof (Erdogdu, 2022) allows for the partition of the sample-set S into several
subsets S1, S2, ...Sk. Then c “

řk
i“1

EDr|Si|s

|S|
maxsPSi losspsq.

In NL, the sample set can be partitioned into 2 subsets:
S1 “ ts “ px, ỹ, yq P S : ỹ “ yu, S2 “ ts “ px, ỹ, yq P S : ỹ ‰ yu.
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EDr|S1|s “ 1 ´ ϵ,EDr|S2|s “ ϵ.
maxsPS1 LNL

s´hingepsq “ maxsPS1 maxt0, 1 ´ ywJx ´ 2 }w}u “ 1 ` pr ´ 2q }w}.
maxsPS2

LNL
s´hingepsq “ maxsPS2

maxt0, 1 ´ ywJx ` 2 }w}u “ 1 ` pr ` 2q }w}.

In conclusion, c “ ϵp1 ` pr ` 2q }w}q ` p1 ´ ϵqp1 ` pr ´ 2q }w}q “ 1 ` pr ` 2 ´ 4ϵq }w}.


